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ecencly, Christopher B. Hays has proposed to explain
the Hebrew word nṣr attested twice in the Book of
Isaiah and a possibly related word nQr in the Bile' am text
from Tell Deir Allah as a loanword derived from Egyptian nçr
"god" in the sense of a corpse.1 The aim of the following remarks
is to show chat chis proposal is not possible for semantic as well as
(particularly compelling) phonetic reasons.
Concerning the semantic side, Hays' argument relies
overmuch on a quite problematic article by Hans Goedicke. 2 E.g.
Goedicke refers to PT 465 bas a passage "where Xo m nTr-o#3 is used
in reference to the establishing of the deceased as ritually buried
dead". 4 As a matter of fact, the passage in question cells chat Horus
causes his father Osiris (mentioned by name in PT 664 b) to
appear as a great god. Obviously, chis concerns gods and not just
any deceased. While, under certain conditions, entities which we
might designate as corpses (e.g. a correccly mummified and ritually
treated dead king) can be designated as nçr in Egyptian texcs,5 nçr
is by no means a term whose connotation as "corpse" would be so
obvious and so frequent in its usage to make it a plausible
candidate for linguistic borrowing.
Hays' claim chat "A Roman Period lexical papyrus makes the
connection to the corpse quite explicit, defining nṯr as 'chat which
is buried"' 6 is also not well founded. Hays was apparencly working
from a secondary source without checking the original. The text in
question, the "sign-papyrus" from Tanis 7 is, as a matter of fact, not
defining words, but describing signs. It says, concerning the sign 1
[. .. } |w=f Qrs “a [... ] which is wrapped in cloch". 8 This is, in itself,
not seriously different from the description of the sign in the
modern sign list ofEgyptologists, e.g. A.H. Gardiner describes it as
"cloth wound on a pole". 9 It clearly does not constitute proof chat
the word nçr means primarily "corpse".
However, the most serious criticism muse be voiced against the
supposed phonetic correspondences. Firscly, if the word nṣr in
Isaiah and the nQr in the Bile' am text are really to be connected,
chat would point to an original Semitic emphatic lateral sound ḍ
(or more precisely to be notated as ṣ́) . 10 This quite specific sound
does not exist in Egyptian and there is no shred of evidence chat

chis sound was ever used in a Semitic language for rendering
Egyptian ç . This factor alone might cause serious doubt regarding
Hays' proposal.
Indeed, without focusing on the specific lateral sound, Hays
cries to prove at least chat Hebrew ṣ is a possible rendering of
Egyptian ç . However, his arguments do not withstand close
scrutiny. First, he relies on Richard C. Steiner for claiming chat in
the Old Kingdom Egyptian ç could correspond to Semitic t, ṭ, and
d. 11 However, Steiner's recent work can hardly be said to have been
accepted as definite by Egyptologists, 12 and indeed the very
substantial leeway proposed by Steiner where all the Semitic
dentals t, ṭ, and dare supposed to be rendered indiscriminately by
Egyptian t as well as ç 13 is in itself a serious indicator chat
something is amiss. In any case, even Steiner's claims do not cover
a correspondence between Egyptian ç and Semitic ṣ . However,
since everybody agrees chat some sound-shifts occurred in
Egyptian after the end of the Old Kingdom, the lacer phases are of
more direct relevance concerning the possibility of the equation
proposed by Hays.
For the New Kingdom, 14 Hays claims two cases of a
correspondence between Egyptian ç and Semitic ṣ . The first one
concerns a hapax legomenon çôA of quite uncertain meaning
occurring only in pSallier IV vs.3, 2. Hoch had proposed to
understand it as "venison" based on an etymological connection to
Hebrew ṣayid "game". 15 However, he marked chis equation with
only a grade 2 (dubious) which should exclude it as a solid basis for
further hypotheses. Indeed, much can be said against it. Not only
is the rendering of Semitic ṣ by Egyptian ç quite irregular, but also
the Semitic word is mediae infirm and has nothing which would
correspond to the final glottal stop clearly indicated in the
Egyptian writing. The equation by Hoch has not been accepted in
the lase philological study of the passage in question. 16 In shore, chis
word cannot serve to demonstrate Hays' point.
As a second case, Hays cited the Egyptian word kçn/ k@n
"charioteer" which he wants to link with Hebrew qāṣîn .17 As a
matter of fact, Hoch has discussed chat word as well and pointed
out chat "the similarity of  קציןto the word for 'charioteer' is only
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coincidental". 18 Indeed, the array of Semitic attestations for
"charioteer" (mainly in Akkadian and Ugaritic) shows clearly that
the word is to be reconstructed as kzy (as it is attested in Ugaritic
whose writing system distinguishes more unequivocally between
voiced and voiceless consonants than second millennium
Akkadian). The fluctuation between Egyptian ç and @ for
rendering the voiced sibilant is quite typical. 19 Thus, we have to
reject Hays' claim in this regard and to note that there is no single
case from the third and second millennia BCE where Egyptian ç
ever corresponds to Semitic ṣ.
For the first millennium BCE, Hays says concerning the
Egyptian ç "The harder one looks at the data, the less absolute
these equivalences appear." 20 Actually, most of the supposed chaos
in the renderings is due to the simple fact that Egyptian ç
developed into t around the turn of the third millennium in most
cases but remained stable in some; and that obviously means that
there will be two basically different renderings in Semitic
languages, one of them being for words where it has shifted to t.
There are at least two quite clear cases where Egyptian ç is
rendered by ṣ in Phoenician in Achaemenid-period jar inscriptions
from Egypt. 21 They can probably be explained by the fact that in
Phoenician, the emphatic sibilant (but not the voiced or voiceless)
retained its affricate pronunciation. There is one possible case of
rendering it by S, but that comes from a late Punic text (CIS I.
2760, 3; 5255, 1),22 and besides the reading of the first and crucial
letter is considered to be uncertain. In Aramaic (where also the
emphatic ṣ did not maintain its status as affricate sound), the
normal rendering of Egyptian ç (where it has not changed into t)
is certainly S.23 There is no certain attestation of a rendering of
Egyptian ç as ṣ, and the only case adduced for it (a name ṣn’)24
cannot count because firstly, the reading of the supposed ṣ is
problematic (the sign is read as k by Porten and Yardeni), 25 and
secondly the alleged Egyptian correspondence çn| no longer exists
in the Late Period.
Summing this up, the correspondence between Egyptian ç and
Semitic ṣ proposed by Hays is impossible before the first
millennium BCE, but aftetwards it would be possible if Hebrew
behaved similar to Phoenician. However, the form nQr in the
Bile' am inscription does not flt in at all. If the word of the Bile' am
inscription is really etymologically related to Hebrew nṣr, we have
to postulate an original sound ṣ́ (emphatic lateral), and that is
never attested as a rendering of an Egyptian sound.
Even more seriously, another point touched lightly above has
to be given more consideration, namely the inner-Egyptian
phonetic developments. As it is well known, in most positions
Egyptian ç developed into t. 26 Furthermore, word-final r would be
first reduced to | and later dropped altogether in pronunciation. 27

Both rules are potentially applicable for the word nçr "god". How
does the actual evidence stand?
"Ctyptographic" renderings of the word "god" in New
Kingdom manuscripts write :;::::Q, thus clearly showing at least the
weakening of the final r (the phonetic status of the sign = is
ambiguous in the New Kingdom). 28 Already in the later second
millennium BCE, there are cuneiform renderings of the title p#Hm-nçr as pa-ḫa-am-na-ta , with a variant pa-ḫa-na-ta.29 This shows
that the word nçr "god" was rendered in Akkadian cuneiform as
nata . The Egyptian expression Hm-nçr, which occurs here in a
personal name, is also a regular title for "servant of god, prophet".
This title is also attested as a loanword in Meroitic in the form
An(na)t(a) •30 Egyptian loanwords in Meroitic regularly display the
phonetic state of Egyptian during the New Kingdom (when they
were actually being taken over). 31
In imperial Aramaic, we have the rendering psḥmṣnwty for p#
sx# m@#.t-nçr "the scribe of the god's book", 32 which leaves nwty as
phonetic rendering of Egyptian nçr "god". The w is easily
explained, as this is rendering Egyptian ū into which original ā
developed in the early first millennium after the consonants n or

m 33
Late period hieroglyphic writings of "god" can be reduced to
-;:: , thus showing the true phonetic shape as nt, with change of ç
into t as well as the loss of the final r. 34 Finally, there is Coptic

noute as well as Greek renderings of the word as vou0t. 35 All this
fits together very well. An original Egyptian form nÁç°r became
nÁt°| (by the New Kingdom) and later nūté/ nūti, and this is also
well reflected in an Aramaic transcription of the Persian period.
With some probability, also Joseph's Egyptian name ṣāpnat
paneaḥ (Genesis 41, 45) is relevant, ifit is to be understood as @ôp#-nçr-|w=f-onX "The god has said that he lives", although, given
that there has been some debate about its etymology and different
etymologies have been proposed, 36 I refrain here from adducing it
as evidence. If the etymology is correct, the rendering of Egyptian
nçr as nat would be one more point against Hays, if it is irrelevant
other ones remain.
All the evidence assembled here shows with overwhelming
clarity that in the Egyptian word "god" the original ç shifted to t,
and that the final rwas weakened, and thus Hebrew nṣr can on no
account be derived from it. For Aramaic, we even have the positive
attestation of a rendering of Egyptian nçr (in a compound) which
is highly divergent from the nQr in the Bileam-inscription with
which Hays wants to connect it. In conclusion, Christopher B.
Hays' proposal to derive the Hebrew word nṣr from the Egyptian
nçr can be safely rejected.
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